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Sunday 8th September 2019 

I love my work and yesterday was one of those days when all the recent difficult times just disappeared 

when Lorenzo came to stay at the Protection Home in Guatemala City. 

On Sunday evening I went with Pete Silverman, 

who is currently visiting from Tunbridge Wells in 

the UK, to see 15-year-old Lorenzo and to check on 

how he is doing.  I had been very impressed by his 

daily attendance at our mentoring centre, coming 

every day this year to do his homework in the 

morning before heading off at noon to school.  His 

grades had improved quite substantially, and all this 

despite Spanish not being his first language. 

Lorenzo and his family are from Quiche, an isolated 

area in the northern jungles of Guatemala.  They 

came to Guatemala City, like so many have done 

over the years, to find work and follow the dream of a better life.  Mostly they end up living in marginalised 

areas of the capital, where poverty, violence and lack of resources begins to define their daily lives. 

Entering into Lorenzo´s house is an experience that any visitor says they will never forget.  Their house is a 

tin shack, built alongside 20 others in a space most people would consider building one family home.  It is 

squashed and the lack of electric and water compounds the suffering of the families there.  But they are 

resilient and work hard to try and find ways to not only sustain their lives, but to find alternative 

accommodation.  In Lorenzo´s family, this won´t be possible for many years to come. 

His mum works when she can, as she has to look after 

a growing number of children, many of whom are now 

grandchildren, and find ways to entertain them in such 

a small space.  The home is about the size of two 

queen-size beds and with 13 people sleeping on the 

dirt floor, it does become a very crowded place indeed. 

I sit with Pete on little plastic stools and explain to the 

family how Lorenzo will spend his time with us and 

why we are giving him the opportunity to enjoy a night 

in the Protection Home.  They all listen intently and 

Pete explains where he is from while the children 

become excited by the little games we play while we 

talk. 

The conversation takes us to a discussion with Maria, 

Lorenzo´s (not much) older sister, who is breastfeeding 

her little baby.  She tells us that Alex, who is just 7 

months old, is crying all the time and recently had to 

spend a short time in hospital.  It was while she was in 

hospital with him and with her 4-year-old son, who 

had been suffering from convulsions, that the doctor 

informed her that the baby has the genetic disorder Down syndrome.  She asked me what is was and went 

on to ask if the baby was like this because she used to argue with her husband.  There are so many tales of 

how indigenous populations, and Guatemala has a very high percentage of them, suffer from lack of 



information and tales passed down through the years.  I knew we would have to do something and so 

agreed I would look for a charity in the city that would offer her the support she needs. 

We return to the discussion of Lorenzo and his night 

in the Protection Home.  All the forms completed 

and signed, even though no one apart from Lorenzo 

can actually read or write, Lorenzo can prepare 

himself for a night in the home and then the 

following day to visit a friend of mine who is a 

doctor.  I am hoping this will keep Lorenzo focused 

on his studies and on his dream of becoming a 

doctor. 

We have been testing out our systems for when 

children start coming most days into the home and 

this will be a great test as it is only one boy and one 

who I know will pose little difficulty for us.   

Lorenzo arrives at the home and is taken through the short induction that includes how to use the bed, the 

toilet, the shower and the rest of the house.  This will be his first night in a bed and so we want it to be very 

special for him.  When I showed him how to use the shower he was keen to try it out and discovered the 

joy of hot water for the first time.  Most things from this point on are a first for him!  About 40 minutes 

later I need to check on him as it seems a rather long time in the shower.  He is just having fun and enjoying 

the experience and then comes out and changes into the pyjamas we bought for him.  It will also be the 

first time he has not slept in his day clothes and shoes! 

We move on to cooking dinner and then have a great 

evening watching a movie that makes him laugh and 

relax.  He is enjoying all the attention and we finish 

by settling him into bed and praying with him.  This 

will also be the first time he has slept alone, but with 

three guys just up the corridor he does not seem that 

bothered and, in the morning, wakes looking like he 

has just returned from a long relaxing holiday. 

The home will soon be open all the time, as soon as 

we have found the funds, and then many more girls 

and boys will be able to benefit from enjoying all 

manner of things for the very first time. 

His time with us ends with a visit to the doctor´s clinic where he learns what it means to be a doctor and 

how to treat patients.  He tries his hand at ultrasound treatment on my knee and is full of questions about 

injuries and healing.  I think his heart has been greatly encouraged and I am hopeful this will lead to many 

more opportunities with the doctor when school is over in October.  I drop him back to our centre and he 

gives me a hug, something he could not do last year.  His smile is infectious and I am grateful that I can 

serve these kids a see real change in them.  Thanks for your support. 
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Monday 23rd September 2019 

It seems like everyone is ill at the moment, mostly with dengue.  I remember having dengue on the first 

Camino por Amor walk and it came to my attention when someone asked me why my t-shirt was covered 

in blood!  Having dengue is not great to be honest and the virus can come back and haunt you further along 

the line and in some cases can lead to death if not treated quickly. 

Given the fact that the rainy season is in its last 

throws, the increase in the number of mosquitoes 

carrying the dengue virus has also increased.  We 

are visiting those affected and taking medicine and 

other things that will help with both the reduction 

of temperature and replenishment of lost fluids. 

I was most aware of mosquitoes the other week 

when I went with Pete to visit Jesus and Marcos, as 

Jesus was keen to show me his new house.  The visit 

left me shaken to be honest as Marcos squatted 

down on the floor and just cried.  He was 

overwhelmed by his life and had got to the end and 

could not cope any more.  Their mum was crying and I was trying my best to comfort them knowing that as 

I was doing so I was been bitten by numerous mosquitoes.  Their little shack (photo below) was alive with 

them and so I went back a few days later with long lasting repellents that will mean the place is free from 

insects for the next few weeks. 

Jesus is known to many as the boy who, thanks to Willie Reid, was given a camera to take photographs of 

his life on the rubbish dump.  Willie then produced a calendar featuring the photos and the sale of them 

went to supporting them for two years. 

Life has hit Jesus, Marcos and his mum very hard 

and they lost all they had recently in a fire.  So now 

they start yet again with nothing, and that is 

distressing to see. 

My frustrations at seeing just how they were living 

has led me to a personal crusade to find them 

alternative accommodation and to buy them beds, 

a table and three chairs.  This will dramatically 

transform their lives and thanks to those who had 

responded to some pictures I posted on Facebook, 

we might be able to help a little with the costs.  In 

the long term I believe they will need to be 

sponsored each month as there is no way the 

mum can bring up these boys on the little she earns on the rubbish dump.  Some days all they have gained 

from a hard day working on the dump, as I saw when I visited, is a small bag of tomatoes. 

I know we can make a difference and being here and being able to respond to the needs all around is a 

privilege indeed. 

Each year on the 15th September we celebrate Guatemala´s independence.  This year the celebrations have 

been as noisy and disruptive as always and I can only imagine what it will be like in two years’ time when 

we celebrate 200 years of independence. 



The kids just love the run up to the 

day, the 15th of September, and many 

are keen to be part of their school 

marching bands.  The discipline 

involved in the many hours of practice 

is something we encourage as it keeps 

them off the streets, in school longer 

and focused on positive cultural 

activities that can only help 

strengthen their feeling of being part 

of their society and something much 

bigger than themselves. 

Our annual walk/ run from our 

mentoring centre to the central plaza 

not far away is an exciting event.  We 

gather with our torches and march or run down the cycle path on one of the main streets and meet 

hundreds on the way all blowing whistles and waving flags and then get our torches lit from the central 

flame.  The run back to the centre is just as much fun, but now with new meaning as we take the flame of 

independence back to our centre and celebrate together while coping with tired, but happy kids who are 

now covered in blue and white paint.  
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Tuesday 1st October 2019 

It is not often I get ill, once in every 2-3 years in fact, and when I do it really does knock me out of work for 

a few days.  We all know how serious “man-flu” is and this one put me in bed for 24 hours.  I can´t believe 

that I slept for 24 hours! 

Please don´t feel sorry for me as I am now all OK 

and firing on all cylinders again.  But I share that 

with you as I believe that spending the previous 

day in muck and dust did not actually help the sore 

throat I had. 

We had decided that, as a team, we would spend a 

day together tidying up the downstairs area in the 

Casa Alexis home in the city.  When the builders 

stopped one Friday earlier this year, when the 

money ran out, they left the place in rather a state 

and so a clean-up day was needed so we could 

make use of the space downstairs for the kids 

when they finish school at the end of the month. 

The camaraderie led the team to work hard and have it all finished by lunch.  A new space was created and 

all the donated gym equipment was now clean and all in one place, and many open spaces created for 

games, activities and hide-and-seek. 

One of the instant uses was being able to host 

Moises´ family, who descended on the place to 

celebrate his 12thbirthday a few days later.  I have 

known Moises all his life and he has been in 

mentoring with me since he was six.  Now he is 

going through some big changes and is keen as 

ever to become the man and not the boy.  It is fun 

as well as challenging helping him navigate this 

phase in his life and so the party to celebrate his 

birthday was an important step in this process. 

In Guatemala there is a special celebration for girls 

when they turn 15, but for boys there is nothing.  I 

have discussed this issue many times with my good friend James Hawes and what different cultures do to 

help boys cross over into being a man.  I continue to believe that an event would be helpful, but also 

helping boys come to the point where they can acknowledge their own impact in the world and take 

responsibility for their actions is a good cross-over point. 

But for now, it was party time and Moises loved the attention and presents and decided that this year, 

instead of a fun event for him and his friends, he would ask me to help him cook a meal for his family.  This 

was the first time his grandmother (who now cares for him full-time) came out and celebrated with us.  We 

enjoyed superb time together and Moises messaged me later to ask if he could call me dad! 



The following weekend was busy as always, due to the fact 

that I focus most of my mentoring now from Friday to Sunday.  A very kind friend in Guatemala had 

donated a box of bibles for young people and I was keen for the boys to try out their bible knowledge as we 

began a new series on the ten commandments. 

The framework given to us in the bible makes it clear that certain things are for our benefit and other things 

are not.  It really is rather simple and the boys could see that their lives had improved so much since joining 

the mentoring programme and that there was now hope for a much happier future.   

Unforgettable moments in times of tough challenges. 
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Friday 11th October 2019 

Guatemala has two main seasons, dry and wet.  Yes, we do get a little colder during December and January, 

but on the whole, you can guarantee that by the end of October the rainy season is coming or has come to 

an end and so washing your car is now possible as well as hanging out the washing all day. 

However, the last throws of the rainy season 

sometimes end with hurricanes or just days and 

nights of rain, and this last week was no 

exception.  The rains were torrential and led to 

many landslides around the country.  In one area 

where we work, Santa Fas, a landslide had affected 

two of the homes of the families we work with, and 

so when the call came around 9pm one evening I 

had to drive over in the most horrendous rain and 

climb down a muddy mountainside in the pitch 

black.  Just one slip would send me over the edge 

and certainly to a long stay in hospital or worse. 

Climbing over the make-shift bridges that leads me down to Jonatan´s home was an experience that 

challenges most people in the daytime, let alone in the dark and in the rain.  It was clear a lot of soil and 

plants had given way and ended up pouring mud and water into their shack.  At the top of the landslide was 

Ludwin´s home and it was more concerning as the home could actually give way at any time and tumble 

into the shacks below. 

Ludwin is the youngest boy of the group from 

Santa Fas in mentoring with me and is struggling 

with many things that I hope to explore over the 

coming weeks.  Some creative ways to help him 

talk about how he feels will be needed.  It does 

break my heart when I see the family squatting 

over a piece of wood that takes hours to heat a 

small pot of beans.  They are very poor indeed 

and live on less than £100 per month.  I am not 

sure I could keep a family of five alive for that sum 

of money and no wonder why Ludwin feels ill 

when he comes over to eat at our home.  It is all 

too much and his weight and height for his age is 

a worry.  But then all four boys here are very underdeveloped, so a new challenge will begin to get then up 

to their expected development curve by the age of 12. 

Living in Santa Fas is a challenge in itself and having to cope with the possible loss of your home is a worry 

that does affect these families and leads to stress, well…more stress.  I knew that we would need to help 

and so when the rain had stopped we assembled the team and turned up one day to shore up the homes, 

clear away the mud and cover tin roofs, that are now rather porous, with plastic sheeting in order to keep 

what little possessions the families have dry. 

Many thanks to those who sent in money to help with the efforts and if you want to see the video taken on 

the day then please do watch it here. 

  

https://youtu.be/uNQ30mrLT7o
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Saturday 26th October 2019 

I am sorry if you are bored with my phrase “mentoring changes lives”, but it really does and I know that in a 

few years when the boys I am mentoring can reflect back and see the progress they have made, they will be 

excited and motivated to help other boys do the same. 

For the moment, the weekly mentoring sessions will change 

somewhat as many have now finished their school year.  All the 

boys have passed their school grades and so can move on to 

another year.  In Guatemala if you don´t pass your school year, 

and 24% of children don´t, then you either drop out or sit the 

year again. 

We are invited to the many long graduation services and it is an 

honour to be there at their side as they parade around, get their 

certificates and, for those graduating primary school, receive 

their graduation ring that is worn with pride until it no longer fits on your finger. 

Two of our girls graduated primary school and it was such a special time to see them so happy and excited 

about the coming school year.  The boys were just as excited and emotional as they knew this would the 

last time they would see their teachers and many of their school friends. 

We have since had many special meals out, trips to the cinema 

or times of cooking in Casa Alexis to celebrate their 

achievements.  One such day was learning together how to cook 

a traditional British pasty.  It was my first time of cooking this, 

but was very proud of how the boys took to their new challenge 

of making pastry and, as the kitchen filled with the smell of 

pasties over the next hour, we had our more formal mentoring 

session and planned the next adventure. 

A couple of days later I had to be at another party.  This time it 

was to celebrate Damaris´14th and buy a couple of birthday cakes and a shared present from me and the 

team.  Damaris is often mentioned in my blogs as she is very special and one incredible survivor.  One day I 

hope she will have the strength to write down her story so that others can read of her life and see why she 

is one amazing example of resilience. 

Being in the family home, just one room at the rear of a shop 

that sells alcoholic drinks day and night, was rather 

claustrophobic.  Her parents, now very much back together and 

doing well, had invited people from the local church, the other 

rooms in the building and a few cousins and uncles that live not 

too far away.   

The centre piece for any Guatemalan birthday party is when the 

cake is brought out, candles are lit and we all sing “happy 

birthday to you”.  The person whose birthday it is then has to 

take a bite out of the cake and when they do so someone 

pushes their face into the cake.  We are all then served cake with facial hair and, being a rather OCD 

person, it is an interesting experience of how to not eat the bits her face has not been in.  I am sure Helen 

Carmody would be much better at this challenge than me! 
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Friday 25th December 2019 

Radio Christmas begins with all the usual problems 

with software that is out of date on old computers that 

can´t cope with all we are asking of them and leads 

that have been stored away for a year that now have 

decided to not work.  However, the initial teething 

problems are solved and we crack on with our 12 Days 

of Christmas broadcasts from Guatemala and 

Honduras. 

Oli O´Neill, a youth worker from Amersham, had flown 

out to Honduras to see the work there and then help 

Steve Poulson with the first few days of the radio 

before travelling up to Guatemala by bus and helping 

us here until we finish on Christmas Eve.  Oli was the star that made Radio Christmas this year and his 

enthusiasm and joy at being able to help be part of the production this year was rather infectious and 

helped keep everyone going right through until the end. 

I was aware that two of the boys in the mentoring programme with me were rather anxious as they were 

going to move house in the New Year and be a lot further away from the centre and from the team.  The 

oldest boy, 14-year-old Fredy, sent me a photo of him working on the construction of their first ever family 

home. 

The family live in a rented room in La Terminal and 

they have struggled with many things over the past 

year.  However, their parents have been working hard 

and saved up money to buy a small plot of land on the 

outskirts of the city and slowly started to build their 

home.  Fredy had worked very hard at constructing 

them the exterior walls of the home and all they need 

now is a roof and then they plan to move in.  They 

have no toilet or shower, no kitchen or divisions and 

no floor, but they are very happy that this will be their 

new home. 

I will help them move home at the end of December as 

I know they would not be able to carry all their possessions on the bus or on their father´s motorbike.  It 

will also be a great opportunity to spend time with the family and show them we care. 

We finish the year´s activities at the mentoring centre with Christmas 

parties that are well attended and provides for the children more 

memorable days.  We know for all the children we work with they won´t be 

celebrating Christmas with their families doing anything special, but will see 

the TV and watch other children doing just that.  

My highlight was finishing the Radio Christmas broadcasts and then helping 

to run an afternoon of games, crafts and mayhem at the centre with Oli 

coming up with the “great“ idea of turning me into the now-famous 

Christmas challenge – making me into a snowman.  It wasn´t the old game 

we used to play with the children where you wrap the person up in toilet 



paper.  This newer version means slapping you in the face with cream and then sticking a carrot in your 

mouth and two chocolate biscuits over your eyes.  Fun indeed! 

We finish with a Christingle service that Mark and Rosalie had planned and a quieter spirit falls over the 

centre as we reflect on the real meaning behind Christmas and what we can give to the Lord Jesus this year. 

Thanks to all those who have helped make this a very special time for the children.  Now we can all look 

forward to a few days of rest and then we prepare for the coming New Year and getting 50 children into 

school in Guatemala and around 25 in Honduras.  The year looks a challenging one indeed, but we trust 

that God will lead and provide and help us reach the most vulnerable children and offer them hope and a 

way forwards while supporting them as they navigate a very difficult childhood.  Thank you for your 

support that makes all the difference. 
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Wednesday 1st January 2020 

The New Year begins with a rather solemn refection on an 

experience I had last night, and one that I just need to talk 

with you about as it has made me feel very sad indeed. 

While the team are on holiday I deal with calls and any 

emergencies and receive a call from 17-year-old Carlos who 

wants to see me.  I head to La Terminal to meet with him as 

I know he has been suffering from all sorts of issues 

recently, but I have not been able to go and see him due to 

being on the radio so much. 

Walking into La Terminal after a few weeks absence makes 

me feel alive again.  The busy market is bustling with overcrowded streets and people everywhere trying to 

sell you fireworks.  In other areas of the city it is very quiet indeed and most shops are closed.  But La 

Terminal never closes and there are always hundreds or people looking for bargains and to stock up ready 

for the coming days. 

I step out of the sunshine and into almost complete darkness as I enter into the alleyway that will lead me 

to Carlos´ house.  My eyes soon get accustomed to the darkness and then further on shafts of light begin to 

penetrate through the gaps between the tin roofing and illuminate my path. 

Carlos is in bed and seems somewhat pleased to see me and asks if I can do something for him to celebrate 

his recent birthday and to end the year on a positive note rather than being high on drugs or on the streets. 

His home a small tin shack that is now shared with his mum, sister and a new dog.  The living conditions are 

stark and they seem to suck out any hope or joy you might have and leave you feeling, like Carlos is feeling 

at this moment, – rather down. 

I tell him that I will take him out later and that he needs to meet me at our mentoring centre at 5pm, which 

will give me enough time to go with him and buy him some new clothes for Christmas and birthday.  For 

the moment I need to return to our centre as some of the boys had offered to come and help me pack up 

the radio studio. 

Packing up usually take me around 5 hours as you have to 

be careful with all the equipment and cables and pack it all 

away with bubble-wrap and plastic and store it safely 

ready for November when we start all over again. 

Four boys arrived and I am pleased that three of them 

were there to help when we set up the station and so 

know how to handle the equipment.  Fredy, on seeing my 

face at how well they are doing in packing things away, 

says: “this is what being brothers is about Duncan”, and 

carry’s on doing the most excellent OCD job of packing 

things away. 

We finish in record time and so I decide to take them for an ice cream to say thank you.  On our return we 

find Carlos outside the centre waiting for me.  The boys are very good at making him feel welcome and 

despite his demeaner and very dirty clothes and body he smiled and could see that the boys were already 

welcoming him and accepting him into their little group. 



I say goodbye to the boys and thank them again for a fantastic job done and walk with them to La Terminal 

where they live and start looking for some new clothes for Carlos.  I can see that Carlos is struggling at the 

choice before him and so goes with the first thing one of the shop vendors offers him.  He tries on the t-

shirt and jeans and seems happy and wants to wear them right away.  I advise that he would be better off 

coming back to the centre and having a shower and then putting them on, but he is already walking out of 

the shop and so I pay and walk with him back to his little tin shack. 

His mum is sober and is washing clothes when we arrive and seems very 

happy to see me.  It is already now nearly sunset but is almost always 

dark in their home and alleyway.  A girl in the alley shouts out saying 

that she is going to have a shower in the alleyway as that is where the 

only tap is and so can we all stay in the shacks until she is 

finished.  Carlos has already prepared a small plastic bath with cold 

water, is undressed and begins to wash himself.  I try and engage the 

mum in conversation while Carlos asks me to find him a towel and then 

shampoo among piles of clothes and recycled cardboard. 

Carlos´s mum tells me that he has not washed for ages and has been 

either on the streets high on solvents or in the bed watching a small TV 

and high on solvents.  The water he is using is growing increasingly black, 

but at least he is now cleaner as he steps out and comes over to me to 

tell me how much his mum has been drunk everyday while trying to find clean underwear and eventually 

gets dressed. 

I have decided to take him to Cayalá, a rather posh area of Guatemala City that has been created for middle 

to upper-class people to hang out and spend their money.  It is a private “city” that has been built to help 

you feel that life could really be like this with no litter, no crime and where everyone around is dressed well 

and smiles when they catch your eye.   

We take a taxi to get there as I know that with the huge firework display planned for later this evening, the 

place will be a nightmare for both parking and coming home afterwards.  The taxi drops us off at the 

entrance and we walk into this perfect land of designer shops and clean walkways, manicured plants and 

the most perfect lights above us that make you feel you are walking into a Christmas movie set or on the 

new set of The Truman Show! 

Already I can see that Carlos feels uncomfortable and when we have to walk down the first set of steps I 

notice that he can´t do this without holding onto the side rail.  He is trembling and looking around him 

nervously while giving me a smile and saying he is hungry.  His choice of food is chicken and so I find 

somewhere that is both reasonable while offering a more relaxed environment for him to eat. 

Carlos looks at the menu and has no idea what he is reading and so I offer to 

help him choose a chicken dish I think he will enjoy as it comes with mashed 

potato, something I know he likes.  The waitress takes the order and quickly 

comes back with the drinks and then the meal, as the queue outside to be 

seated has grown rapidly in the short time we have been in the restaurant. 

When the food arrives, Carlos looks at the plate and does not know where to 

begin, so he takes his lead from me.  I pick up my knife and fork and begin to cut 

the chicken and taste it while he struggles to hold the knife, which then falls to 

the floor.  He is shaking more now and does not know what to do.  The waitress 

brings over another knife and he tries again.  It seems like his very first time of 

using a knife and fork and his embarrassment becomes evident to families on adjacent tables. 



I tell him my newest joke and that helps him settle in a bit and feel comfortable enough to use his fingers 

now to eat as he discards his knife and fork towards the edge of the table.  I am taken in my mind to the 

last time I took my aging father out for a meal before he died.  He would have to use his fingers to eat, 

struggled to drink without spilling it and spilt a lot of food over himself and the floor before saying he would 

rather not come out to eat again. 

Carlos was able to cope with drinking, but did need two hands to steady the shaking.  I am devastated how 

much he has deteriorated in the last year and now, just 17-years of age, is a boy in an old man´s body.  He 

finishes his chicken and the waitress is very good at helping clean things up while he asks me about his 

book.  To be fair it was the last thing we talked about before I was ensconced in the radio project. 

Because I have known him all his life and seen just how hard the world has hit him and how he has 

responded I said to him one day that his life is quite an incredible example of how a boy can grow up in the 

most difficult of circumstances and still is able to smile.  The idea of writing up his story in a book was an 

immediate appeal and so Carlos brings up the subject again. 

If the book is ever written, and I hope it is, I know it will be one riveting read.  I explain that it would be 

good to talk about his beginnings and, knowing his father when he was live, I know that those early years 

will be quite hard to write about.  Then when he becomes 9 and goes through the most horrific attack that 

transforms him into a recluse and he withdraws into himself so much that I lose the cheeky, smart, vibrant 

9-year-old boy that I have grown to love so much.  It will be tough to write and certainly very hard to read, 

but it´s a story I think needs to be told. 

We walk around for a bit and can see that all the best seats for the evening´s star performance in the 

central square have already gone and the team that is in charge of the fireworks are checking and double 

checking all is in place and can cope with a slight mist that has now fallen on the area.  I treat Carlos to an 

ice cream and we sit and watch the show begin.  After 10 minutes Carlos tells me he does not want to be 

here and feels very out of place and could I take him back to his bed. 

We head home and I drop him off at his shack and he climbs back onto his bed and shouts goodnight.  It is 

only 10pm and there is still two more hours of celebrations and fireworks in the streets, but Carlos wants 

none of it and pulls the cover over him and curls up into a ball and drifts off to sleep. 

I am home in half an hour and much earlier than I had planned.  But I am very sad at what I had just 

witnessed and wonder why a boy like Carlos is dealt such a massive blow in life.  Happy New Year Carlos 

and let´s hope that this year is one of hope and new beginnings for you. 
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Friday 21st February 2020 

Sitting back and relaxing is not something we often do here, but after a very exciting week when we saw 

donations from US donors come in to cover the salaries for three staff in Guatemala, we felt we would head 

to the cinema and have a break.  It was a good week and so many amazing things had happened, including 

having a visit from our friend Darold Opp, who was visiting Guatemala and brought with him two laptop 

computers for Casa Alexis, and Sarah Elliot who was visiting from the UK. 

Then we received the news that one of the young people we had worked hard to keep off the streets, enter 

into rehab and consider how he could achieve his childhood dreams, sadly passed away at the central 

hospital here in the capital. 

Pablo was only 20 and had been struggling over the last 

few months with drug abuse and street life.  The 

SKDGuatemala street team, Benjamin, Hector and Emma 

had worked hard to get him into rehab and we even made 

a video of that in December when we hoped he had 

turned a corner. 

Starting the week with a funeral was not what we had 

planned, but his funeral was taken by Mark Balfour and 

we had managed to make contact with his family and so 

they were present together with all those working with 

him here in Guatemala.  It is our first funeral of the year 

and each death is another great loss, but it does continue to strengthen our determination to rescue as 

many from the streets as possible. 

No sooner had we finished the funeral and had a meeting to discuss various things to do with the charity, 

than the doorbell rings at Casa Alexis.  It was amazing, given all the recent visitors and events, that I was 

actually in the home at this time of day.  I answer the door and little Kevin is standing there in the street 

and looking very hot, covered in sweat and looking down at his feet in embarrassment. 

Seeing him alone in the street triggered the alert system we all live with here and so I invited him in.  We 

climb the stairs into the kitchen and dining room and I ask him if he would like a drink.  He collapses down 

on the sofa we have next to the dining table and just nods.  It is clear he is exhausted and so I get him a cold 

drink of water and lean him forwards and remove his backpack while he tries to gulp down the glass of 

water and asks for more. 

Kevin is 9 years old and lives in one of the marginal areas of Guatemala City, where poverty and deprivation 

is all too evident.  I have known Kevin for nearly a year now and he is one of the boys we have been helping 

stay off the streets, work hard in school and make positive choices about his life. But, why is he here now 

and on his own? 

After a few minutes of rest and some water Kevin looks into my eyes and I can see this is going to be hard 

for him.  His eyes well up with tears and he tries his best not to show emotions as I ask him what he has in 

his backpack.  He tells me he has his clothes, something I was guessing as I was pouring him some 

water.  He asks if he can change his shirt as it is soaking with sweat and making him feel 

uncomfortable.  One of our volunteers, David, is in his room relaxing after a day of teaching and so I decide 

not to disturb him but to call one of our team, Frank, while Kevin heads to the boys´ bathroom to wash his 

face and change his shirt. 

When we get back together, Frank has informed the team and I take Kevin out to buy some food and then 

return to the home where Kevin begins tell me why he has run away from home.  It is not always easy for 



children to tell you about abuse, but if you provide them with a safe place to talk and help them know you 

are on their side, they can begin to move from fear and secrets towards freedom. 

Apparently, he took the decision to leave his home when he woke up today.  He took all his school books 

out of his rucksack and filled it with clothes.  While his sister watches him and wonders what he is doing, he 

leaves his little shack and starts to walk the 7 hours it takes to get to our home.  He has no money, has had 

nothing to eat or drink and so when he arrives, he is absolutely exhausted. I am still trying to get into my 

mind how a little 9-year-old boy can walk all that way along three-lane highways in order to get to 

us.  Amazing that he arrived safely and remembered where the home was. 

Our policies and the local laws state very clearly our obligations to report what he is telling me and so Frank 

arranges for Social Services to come and collect him.  On their arrival I was rather shocked by their 

treatment of Kevin, treating him like some stray dog.  All they want is to grab him and bundle him into their 

van.  I was not allowing this and made it clear that we are to sit with Kevin and explain the whole process to 

him so that he understands what will happen next. 

Two other visitors join us at this point, a Detective Inspector and a Solicitor from the UK, both of whom are 

keen to witness the treatment Kevin is about to receive and will help in the coming days to write up their 

concerns to the British Embassy in the hope they can help us train Social Services in how to deal with 

children – something you would assume is already in place. 

Kevin joins us at this point and when 

he sees the authorities sitting at the 

table, he begins to cry quite 

profoundly.  We explain to him the 

situation as Social Services ask him to 

tell them why he is here and then take 

some photos of his little body.  It is all 

rather upsetting to us and for Kevin, 

but eventually it is agreed that he has 

to go with Social Services even though 

he just wants to be with us, with 

people he feels safe with.  I can see 

that in his young mind running away 

from home and living with me is an 

easy option.  However, it is now 

getting rather late and I can see this 

evening will be rather long. 

After Kevin goes, we all meet to pray and write up what we have just witnessed and then get a call from the 

boy´s parents who have been informed of Kevin´s placement with Social Services.  They ask if I can go and 

support them as they now have an overnight court session and myself and Juan Carlos, one of our team, 

leave to join them in court.  As the proceedings progress it becomes clear to the parents that their son had 

run away from home, rather than disappeared, and that he came to find me and seek safety with us.  This 

information seems to light a fuse that sets off a rather large bomb! 

Dealing with parents is usually problem free, even if there are issues to confront.  But now I become the 

target of their anger and when the boy is finally removed from their care, I am the easy one to blame. 

The next day I am invited by a couple of families who live by the affected family to explain the situation.  I 

can´t give out any information at all and so just listen as they tell me they are very angry because Kevin´s 

family are going around saying that the  I had come to their house that morning and kidnapped their son, 

taken him somewhere and raped him.  You do begin to wonder why people would say such a thing, but 



they are hurting and need an outlet for their hurt and anger and so happy to be on the receiving end for 

the moment, but maybe not in this form! 

As time has moved on this week it has become clear that this is a rather complicated situation and one that 

has a lot more history than I had imagined.  One thing I have managed to do is to go and visit Kevin in the 

children´s home to see how he is doing.  He had just had his hair cut when I arrived and was very pleased to 

see me and would not leave my side as he buried his head into my shoulder and told me about his bed, his 

room, his new friends and that he was now eating three meals a day.  All we can do now is to support him 

and if he is ever allowed to return home, to keep in contact and monitor the situation. 

Working with high-risk kids does sometimes mean you put your own life at high-risk and this week was one 

of those times.  If the community had of believed the allegations from the parents, I would certainly not be 

here right now telling you this story.  I, and we here in Guatemala, are very proud of the work we do and 

are thankful to each of you for sticking with us through the ups and downs.  Because life has been so 

challenging recently, I am rather behind on my blogs and on many other things and do promise to try and 

keep you updated in the coming week.  Thanks for being there guys. 

 


